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Abstract.

This capstone project revolves around the urgent need of humanity to find alternatives to 

energy preservation and use. It specifically focuses on the rural areas of Morocco. The 

industrial sector has played a huge role in what many consider to be a fact: the over use of 

natural resources, notably fossil fuels, has caused a rumble around the planet about the future 

of the earth and the people that are within in it. For this purpose, many have dedicated their 

lives trying to find alternative methods of energy that have little to no ramifications on the 

environment. From these methods, in this project, a combined solar and wind system energy 

generated through devices that are in constant research and development will be designed. To 

some, this lucrative investment is a long-term solution to problems of energy preservation as 

well as an opportunity to provide energy to areas with little resources. Hence, this research 

focuses on the possibility of powering a household with renewable energy systems. 

 

Keywords: Hybrid system, solar and wind combination, renewable energy, electrification, remote 

areas, Morocco. 
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1. Introduction.

1.1Context.

According to an article published in the Norton Rose Fulbright, Morocco is known as the only 

North African country that has no natural oil resources and also the largest energy importer 

with 96% of its energy requirements obtained externally in different regions.  By 2009, 

approximately 7.3 billion US was reached by Morocco, expecting to quadruple the electricity 

demand within the country by 2030 [1]. It is undeniable that Morocco has minor quantity of 

gas within the areas between the national capital and Meknes. Moreover, Morocco has 

massive reserves of oil shale and has previously signed corporation agreements with the 

global energy concerns in order to examine this oil shale. But, within the absence of a 

confirmed industrial process that can generate oil and gas from this alternative supply, 

Morocco has aimed to apply a certain number of strategies in order to promote and endorse 

renewable energies [1]. Among the projects conducted, we can mention four principle ones: 

DESERTEC concept (for an eventual export of solar generated electricity to Europe), 

MASEN in Ouarzazate (among the largest concentrating solar-thermal power plants in the 

world), Ain Beni Mathar (hybrid solar-gas plant), The Moroccan Integrated Wind Energy 

(wind power development program), and Morocco’s Office National de l’Electricité also 

known by ONE, which plans for the construction of five wind farms with a total capacity of 

850MW: Tanger II for a production of 150MW, Midelt 100MW,  Essaouira 200MW, 

Laayoune 300MW, and Boujdour 100MW [1].  

1.2.Objective.

The main objective of Morocco in 1995 when launching “The Global Rural Electrification 

Plan” was to provide electricity by 2017 to a percentage of 99.7 of Morocco’s rural areas, and 

for this Morocco have been gathering 21.5 billion MAD since 1996 [2]. The objective of this 
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capstone project would be to reach those remaining percentage of Moroccan rural areas and 

provide them with the energy needed by designing an adapted household hybrid system. The 

purpose of this research is to assess the feasibility of a solar panel along with a wind turbine 

on isolated households and farms. The target for this research will act as a reference point for 

future researches on rural development for the possibility of implementing hybrid systems. 

However, this research will present some cases of individuals around the globe who have 

invested in such an idea to benchmark the possibility of its existence in Morocco. Morocco is 

a nation with little natural resources that it can rely on for energy, yet the country has been 

focusing on the importance of renewable energies to provide a brighter future for the 

upcoming generations. Some of the reasons that come to mind when thinking about the future 

of Morocco in terms of energy are the development of rural areas and encouraging education 

and research. This research will act as support that such investments for Morocco’s future will 

provide a greater return on investment. With the aid of this hybrid system, people in the rural 

areas will have one less weight with if the government provides aids, and it would be an 

important long-term investment for the next generations. A literature review is provided the 

reader with all the necessary information on the systems that will be used, the importance of 

such a system in Morocco, and the feasibility of the project. The literature review is a point of 

reference for the reader to understand where the hypotheses of this research are being drawn 

from. Analyzing the content of the research that has been previously done gives the reader an 

indication of the endless possibilities of this research. First, the literature review will have a 

close look at all existing technologies and which will be able to provide the best solutions for 

this proposal. Defining the most efficient hybrid system which provides the least costs and 

highest amount of energy is necessary to understand the feasibility of this project. In the first 

part of the methodology section, an estimation of the consumption of each household or farm 

will be given to have a basic understanding on what the actual energetic needs are. The data 
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that will be collected will be the point of reference to adjust the right formula to provide 

energy to these regions. The first main concern of this research is to define the possibility of 

these projects being implemented in Morocco because of their technical aspects before 

indulging into the financial aspects of the projects, which bring about constraints that can 

discourage its continuation. However, this research will also make way for investors to 

determine whether it does have a financial potential in the market. The point behind 

renewable energy systems (solar and wind) is not only reliant on decreasing the use of natural 

resources but also aiding the economy of the country to stabilize itself and to be energetically 

independent. The second part of the methodology section of this research will be about the 

description of each of the components of the proposed hybrid system, encompassing factors 

that stretch from hybrid selection to the financial aspects of such a project. The first part 

would focus on the solar panel element, a second part would be about the wind turbine 

element, and then a third one would describe and analyze the combination of the latters. 

Hence, these components are types of renewable energy sources that can, combined, form an 

efficient hybrid system, which will provide the best solutions for those areas. The purpose is 

to define the best hybrid source for Morocco depending on the geo-localization of the 

household/farm. A last part of the methodology will be about the business analysis of the 

proposed system that will help understand the importance of such investment in such areas. 

Yet, many should remember that all sources of energy could be stored to a certain extent, 

given the market value of storage units, which is an addendum to this proposal.  

To sum up, the object of this capstone aims to contribute to the global improvement of 

Morocco by taking into consideration the development of its rural areas. This report will 

prove the viability of designing such a hybrid system by identifying the practicable and the 

feasible options of the project, and conduct an accurate investigation of existing technologies 

that can be used in the proposed system. These latters will be presented through the literature 
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review. The methodology part will be focusing on an estimation of energy consumption of a 

typical house in a remote area, then each of the components of the system will be presented 

separately: the PV solar system and the wind turbine system. Later on, the two previous 

components will be combined to form the hybrid system that will be designed, after 

determining the most efficient combination, and a simulation will help for analyzing and 

estimating its annual energy production. Last but not least, a business analysis will be 

conducted to make the project more feasible through its cost effectiveness and expose the 

possibility of implementing such a system.  

..1.3.STEEPLE.Analysis.

The STEEPLE analysis is a strategic tool that can be valuable when starting to elaborate a 

scientific research. Beside the fact that it deals with the external macro-environmental factors 

involved in the field of research, it is a way to present a clear overview of the different fields 

relating the main purpose of the research to each of the following fields: Social, 

Technological, Economic, Environmental, Political, Legal and Ethical. As noticed, each of 

the letters in STEEPLE stands for one of the listed fields.  

Social: In terms of social aspects of the nation, Morocco is known for its rich culture and its 

friendly society. Morocco is a nation where people are modest and only rely on a minimum to 

serve without having to complain much. However, the growing use of technology has gotten 

people to connect even more, and the awareness on certain factors, mainly national 

development, have mobilized the people to try to enforce changes in the government to 

provide better standards of living for the country. Morocco is known for its consumer culture, 

but has not been succumbed to the global consumer culture as much as other nations. 

Morocco’s consumer culture is focused on basic needs. 

Technological: Morocco is a country known in the technological and underground field of 

information technology. Morocco is also growing exponentially in terms of the use of 
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technology, especially in terms of accessories, with the personal computer closely becoming a 

common accessory for everyone. However, in terms of the development of new products, 

research is stalling and pending. Entrepreneurship in Morocco in the technological field has 

not been following the pace that is desired. Most of the organizations that implement anything 

in Morocco are foreign companies with the locals working at low levels and not making any 

decisions. Yet, the country has aimed at spear jumping the initiative to integrate newer 

methods for energy. The main purpose of this project is to develop the electrification of rural 

areas, which count as part of rural development, and make it homogenously equilibrated with 

residential neighborhood. 

Economical: Economically, Morocco is a fort that provides enough for its people in terms of 

price ceiling and flooring, keeping the market at a balance to keep an even keel on the 

consumption of each person. Morocco’s economy is relatively unstable; because of its 

unemployment rates and the large gap that is found between the higher and lower classes. 

Morocco is also a nation that invests heavily on large projects, similar to the high-speed train 

(TGV) and the largest solar plant on the planet. This project would give to the country the 

opportunity to reduce its taxes towards its foreign suppliers in fossil fuel and energetic 

sources.  

Environmental: In these past years, Morocco has done big effort regarding renewable 

energies, the newest projects that were done count within its environmental development 

(cited later one in this report). The purpose of this capstone project can count as one it its 

local projects. 

Political: Morocco is a constitutional monarchy. Of all the political parties, 37 in total, one 

party is the voice of the nation and provides the nation with as much time and effort to ensure 

the country’s safety and economic stability. The king of Morocco, Mohamed VI, is the 

spiritual leader of the country, providing help to the nation on all matters. This could be seen 
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in different projects for the solar plants to have more economic liberty and rely less on the 

Middle Eastern nations that provide Morocco with petroleum products.  

Legal: Morocco is a nation with a dual legal system, from classic French civil law, to Islamic 

shari’a law. However, Moroccan law is quite strict, with either organic or ordinary laws, 

leaving no room for considering in the courtrooms. For this matter, many initiatives in the 

country are stalled because the procedure to get things moving takes years to be processed. 

One example is the insurance companies insuring solar panels for farms, which would be 

beneficial for the nation, yet the insurance companies fear implosions with the high risks that 

need to be taken.   

Ethical: Rural areas are part of the country; it is not supposed to be ignored neither neglected. 

It would definitely be unethical to let these people “survive” without electricity, with less 

comfort than people in the urban areas. It is undeniable that Morocco is making effort in order 

to improve this wonder for the minority of people that are still going through this issue. The 

purpose of this capstone project is to actually propose a sustainable way to get these habitants 

go over this problem and start a lightening life. Any sustainable project has to be economical, 

environmental, and social. Ethically, the rural areas are parts to take truly into consideration.!

!
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2. Literature.Review.

2.1.Renewable.Energy.in.Morocco:.

Aware of the promising future of green energy sources, Morocco has increased in priority the 

development of renewable energy across its territory to carry their share to 42% of the total 

capacity in 2020 [3]. The year of 2013 marked a turning point in this process of energy 

transition with a contribution of renewable energy sources (wind, water), which increased to 

16,2% of the overall electricity production instead of 4% in 2009 [3]. Hydropower generation 

has kept the same pace standing at 11.5% in 2013 [3].  Meanwhile, wind production has 

grown remarkably in recent years thanks to the wind program, which is directed by the ONEE 

(Standing for “Office National de Electricité et de l'Eau Potable”) and plans to reach a 

capacity of 2,000 MW by 2020 [3]. Indeed, Morocco has important deposits in renewable 

energies; including solar and particularly wind power in coastal areas that cover 3500km. 

!
Figure.1:.The.Different.Renewable.Energy.Sources.in.Morocco.[3].

In! fact,!Morocco! is!a!nation!that!has! taken!a!strong! initiative!building!the! largest!solar!

plant!in!the!world,!demonstrating!to!the!entire!world!that!the!support!of!the!nation!for!

renewable!energy!is!absolute!and!will!be!able!to!provide!the!necessary!energy!sources!

Solar:!
Average!solar!radiation!of!
5kWh/m2!per!day!

Wind:!
Wind!potential!over!
6000MW!

Small!hydro:!

Signiaicant!potential!for!
microhydropower!with!
over!200!useable!sites!

Biomass:!

9!millions!hectares!of!
forest!
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to!all! areas! in! the!country! in! the!next!decade! [4]. Morocco! is!also!a!nation!with!a! rich!

geography.! From! high,! mid,! and! low! Atlas! Mountain! ranges,! to! flat,! arid! and! warm!

spaces,!Morocco!is!a!hub!for!both!solar!and!wind!energy!that!has!been!implemented!in!

multiple!regions![4]. 

2.2.Photovoltaic.Solar.Panel:.

Photovoltaic (PV) devices produce electricity straight from sunlight via an electronic 

procedure that happens naturally in certain forms of material, referred to as semiconductors. 

“In these materials, electrons are freed by solar energy and can be included to travel through 

an electrical circuit, powering electrical devices or sending electricity to the grid” [5] .In fact, 

a photovoltaic module is a chain of solar cells that capture energy and can be sent through a 

current to provide electricity to any given device [6]. These panels are placed together to form 

solar arrays that provide the energy from the system. The storage of this energy is placed in 

batteries that conserve the energy to be used upon action [6]. These batteries are controlled by 

charge regulators, they are filtered through a direct or an alternate current and can provide the 

right balance for appliances using the electrical loads. What needs to be understood about the 

solar panels is that their conservation of energy is in direct correlation with solar irradiation 

[7]. The energy that is produced can be conserved in multiple methods, depending on the 

distribution of the circuit system, whether AC or DC distribution. Consequently, the battery 

that is used to power up any AC or DC circuit differs from a system to another. AC stands for 

“Alternating Current”, and DC for “Direct Current”. The difference between theses two is 

important to know before trying to make the best use of a stand-alone PV system [8]. The 

latter produces DC current that is connected directly to an invertor to allow the use of the 

power produced by the circuit. The major point that differentiates them is that in a DC 

electrical circuit the electrons are flowing in one unique direction, whereas in an AC electrical 

circuit, the flow of electrons alternates back and forth at an incredible high speed [8]. This 
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distinction makes the AC more advantageous, since when it comes to the transmission of 

power over long distances, it has less losses comparing to the DC electricity. In addition, AC 

voltage can be easily alternated using  “transformers” to suit any device needed, by contrast 

with the DC voltage unconvertible [8]. There are two main battery systems that can be used 

for solar panels to conserve energy, yet both have several drawbacks. The first is the lead-acid 

battery, which is common and found in cars, and the second is the nickel cadmium battery 

which are less common and less attractive in terms of their energy conservation [9]. Research 

provides data that shows that the number of energy produced using hybrid photovoltaic 

systems has been growing exponentially because of its positive results over the course of the 

past decade [10]. One of the assumptions, vastly disregarded by many nations, is that its 

potential is not only beneficial for rural areas but that it will be the future of urban areas as 

well [9]. 

2.3.Small.Wind.turbines:.

Small wind turbines are electrical producers that use the energy and capacity of the wind to 

generate clean and emissions-free power for each of farm, home, and minor businesses. 

Thanks to this modest technology, individuals will be able to produce their own power and 

consequently cut their energy charges while helping to protect the environment [11]. In 

contrast to utility-scale turbines, tiny turbines will be appropriate to be used on private 

properties in most areas of the country [11].  Contrary to conventional wisdom, the use of 

these technologies in rural areas is easier, since on one hand you could avoid to get into 

conflicts nor troubles with residential neighborhood or the local owners associations. And on 

the other hand, it is more likely to find a high average wind speed in open areas far from trees 

and buildings [12]. An American system proposed by “Bergey wind power” organization 

make the wind turbine concept clear to understand. Once the energy is produced by the wind 

turbine system, the turbine output is well matched with the utility and therefore the output is 
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fed into the home through the circuit breaker. The wind turbine and the utility energetically 

supply the home simultaneously. It is important to know that if the wind speed is less than 7 

mph there will be no production from the wind turbine and every required power is obtained 

from the utility. While the wind rapidity increases, the turbine production increases and 

therefore the quantity of power bought from the utility is respectively reduced and attenuated. 

Once the turbine production is above the house requirements, the additional electricity is sold 

out to the utility. All of this procedure is done automatically. It is important to know that there 

aren’t any batteries in a modern housing wind system. Furthermore, the wind turbine 

generally decreases the utility bill by 50 to 90%, and homes usually use 1,000-2,000 kilowatt-

hours of electricity per month. Depending on the typical wind speed in the specific area, this 

can require a wind turbine valued within the range of 5 to15 kilowatts [13]. Back to the 

Moroccan context, the “African development bank group” also called AFDB, has been 

cooperating with the “Office National de l’Eléctricité et de l’Eau potable” also named ONE 

since 2009 to arrange the WEP which is the “One Wind Energy Program”. This latter 

included two central components, which are: “a wind energy producing system with hydro-

storage energy producing system, and a rural electrification plan.” [14]. “The One Wind 

Energy Program” can allow Morocco to raise green employment and energy security while 

reducing fossil fuel dependency and carbonic acid gas emissions [14]. 

2.4.Hybrid.System:.

It is realistic to expect that the use of one same type of renewable energy source systems will 

present short-term and seasonal variations in terms of their energy production. For this 

purpose, hybrid systems are designed to combine two or more renewable energy sources. By 

taking into consideration the geographical location, as well as users’ requirements, and the 

reliability and cost of the installation [15]. Over the two last decades, solar, wind, storage and 

power conversion technologies have been significantly developed. And it is credible and 
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practical to think of using solar and wind energies to provide the supply needed in the 

unelectrified areas of countries [16].  Solar and wind are irregular incomes, thus some 

temporary storage is needed to carry consistent 24-hour “utility grade” power. Back-up 

machines generators, which need diesel, propane, or gas to be operational, are essential for 

bigger systems. Relating two producing technologies, such as diesel and wind could generate 

a “hybrid system”. Solar and wind are frequently merged in a hybrid system, since they 

actually strengthen, reinforce and support each other regularly. However, the wind frequently 

blows once the sun is not shining, basically during nights, storms winter and so one. The sun, 

in the contrary, shines during periods with low wind like during wind lulls due to high-

pressure systems or during summer [16]. Hybrid systems functions similarly to standalone 

systems, yet their output is based on different factors (the climate, the wind speed, and the 

solar radiations). The hybrid method can use in some cases an alternate energy source, mainly 

a diesel, gas, or wind. The hybrid PV system is specified by the fact that once the solar panels 

cannot provide any discharge, the alternate source of energy is switched on to provide the 

energy [17]. In terms of hybrid systems that use wind, the system is used typically in areas 

where seasons alternate commonly and the energy provided from one system will be 

significantly diminished during a specific season [7]. These systems are called Hybrid Energy 

Storage Systems (HESS) [17]. What the HESS provide are short and long term fluctuations 

for energy use and consumption, making it easy for the user to alternate between multiple 

sources of energy, store enough energy for periods of low activity, and use a certain amount 

of energy that is filtered out of the system, all depending on the environmental situations [17]. 

Because of the fluctuations and constant changes in the weather, there is no reliable source of 

data or a proper indicator that would provide anyone with projections on the future in terms of 

the energy that can be provided by these systems [18]. It is important to state that in Morocco, 

the effort made in installing such new technologies are for sure efficient, but not always 
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meeting the expectations. As mentioned in a research paper made for the installation of 

“several PV kits to light up rural households in Morocco”, complains were made as stated: 

“ those who have the installation fixed want more capacity for the same cost!”  [19]. That can 

be explained by the fact that using a unique kind of source (in this case PV kits) is not always 

as efficient as expected, and that in this case hybrid system (wind and a solar) would be more 

appropriate and effective. 

2.5.Solar.and.Wind.Potential.of.Morocco.

The locations of the systems and where they are going to be placed are as crucial as any other 

factor to be taken into consideration before implementing any kind of system, since not all 

areas can offer the same energy for each of the existing type of energetic source. For instance, 

downtown Casablanca may be a perfect area for multiple solar panels because the city is flat 

and is sunny year round, but it would be worthless in terms of wind turbines which function 

best in higher altitudes. The main goal is to increase the supply and optimize the energy 

needed in rural areas to provide sustainable development in agriculture and education. The 

use of geographic information systems provides data of specific regions and records on 

changes in climate, wind, and natural events. Thanks to the geographical location of Morocco, 

it has several places with a yearly regular wind speed that may reach 11m/s at 40 meters such 

as Tangier. However, the annual sunshine cost, the yearly mean direct normal and worldwide 

irradiation can reach “3405 hours, 7.22 kWh/m2 and 5.86 kWh/m2”, exclusively such as 

Ouarzazate [20]. 
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2.5.1.Moroccan.Solar.Power..

Each year, the average of regular global solar irradiation nation wide varies between 2.38 

kWh/m2/day and 6.89 kWh/m2/day, which actually represents approximately 2154 hours of 

sunshine each year for the regions that are less-favored; as well as more than 3504 hours per 

year for the most exposed ones [20]. Regularly, the straight basic irradiation levels of the 

national Moroccan capital (Rabat, seaside city), for instance, it varies from 3.2 kWh/m2/day to 

5.5 kWh/m2/day. However, in Ouarzazat, which is semi arid, it varies between 5.56 and 8.47 

kWh/m2/day, which makes it on an average of 2847 hours of sunshine each year (December), 

and 3942 hours each year (May) [20]. 

Figure.2:.Average.annual.solar.radiation.per.day.in.Morocco.[21] 

2.5.2.Moroccan.Wind.Power.
!
As Morocco beneficiates from 3500 km of seaside from the Mediterranean view and also the 

Atlantic Ocean one, in addition to large range of mountains from the Atlas to the Rif, it has a 

large wind supply occasioned in the numerous windy regions [20]. For example, and to 

illustrate this natural advantage, Tetouan and Tangier know an annual average wind speed of 

8.11m/s at 10 meters. However, Dakhla, Essaouira, Taza, and Tarfaya have at 10 meters, an 

average wind speed of approximately 7 to 8.5 m/s. These latters are promising and 

advantageous for wind systems installations, hybrid systems for lighting and other electrical 

needs, and wind pumping systems [20].  
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 !
.

 

 

3. Methodology.
3.1 Typical.Household.electricity.consumption..

In terms of electrification of the Moroccan cities, and according to the last version of the 

« Enquête nationale sur les revenus et les niveaux de vie des ménages » conducted in 

2006/2007, 94.3% of the households have the electricity beside 69.7% in the countryside. 

These percentages were way smaller, ten years before the year of this study, where they were 

86.1% in urban areas and 15.6% in the rural ones [22]. The supply in electricity for the 

connected households to the grid comes principally from l’ONE (Office National 

d’Electricité) for almost the totality. The percentages reached are 99.4% in the urban areas 

and 91.7% in the rural ones. It is important to state that in this context, in rural areas, the solar 

energy is ranked as second source of energy with a ratio of 7.1% [22]. As noticed, remote 

areas in Morocco know difficulties in term of their level of electrification. As mentioned in a 

report conducted by the “National!Agency!for!the!Development!of!Renewable!Energy!and!

Energy!Efficiency”! (ADEREE)! in! association!with! the!  “GIZ”! (Deutsche!Gesellschaft! für!

Internationale! Zusammenarbeit)! [23],! and! as! cited! before! in! this! report,! the! actual!

percent! of! supply! in! electricity! in! Morocco! is! 96.5%! of! households.! This! means! that!

among! the! 33! millions! of! Moroccan! people,! an! average! number! of! approximately!

224,000!homes!with!an!estimation!of!5!individuals!per!households!are!not!yet!provided!

by!any!electricity!on!a!national!scale.!To!solve!this!issue,!renewable!energy!sources!can!

Figure.3:.Moroccan.wind.potential.[21].
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be! a! potential! option! to! decentralize! the! electrification! systems! and! cover! the! rural!

households!needs! in! the!different!regions!of! the!country.!Thinking!of!systems!of!small!

wind!turbines,!PV!solar!panels!systems!and!other!systems!can!be!a!beneficial!solution.!In!

Fact,! it! is!too!expensive!for!the!government!to!invest!for!the!standard!electrification!to!

connect!all! the!remaining!nonjsupplied!rural!areas,!and!the!fact!that! it!cannot!be!done!

by!the!user!himself!has!also!to!be!highlighted.!To succeed in this project, it is required to 

determine the size of the distributed electricity system. The evaluation of users electric energy 

consumption will help to find the appropriate electric power generator, which is destined to 

ensure the electricity supplied directly by the devices of the households or indirectly through 

battery storage. Basically, the electricity needed by the household includes all the appliances 

acquired in the house; the main and principal goal is to satisfy the daily requirements of its 

occupiers. Furthermore, and in this perspective, all the most common devices necessitating 

electricity (as cookers, refrigerators, audio-visual appliances…) and used to ensure a domestic 

wellbeing are particularly taken into account in the electric energy consumption assessment. 

Among all the methods used for the estimation of electrical needs (“Average Annual 

Electricity Consumption per Household”, “Minimal Needs”, “Standard of Living”, 

“Monitoring and Measures”, and “Statistical Evaluation”), the approach chosen is the 

“Statistical Evaluation”. The latter is based on the outcomes of statistical investigations on the 

electrical consumption conducted at the level of households, cities, or regions. The 

consumption of electricity depends directly on the population living’s standard, their daily 

habits, and their capacity to afford diversified types of household’s appliances. From this 

analysis, useful facts can derivate as the number of individuals per ménage, the energy 

required for lighting, the type of appliances and their rate of use, the existence of any kind of 

air conditioning or heating systems, and the occupiers’ everyday practices and their impact on 

the electrical consumption. The approach chosen has several advantages and benefits, among 
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them, the accessibility of the statistical records (available online), the straightforwardness of 

the method, the accurateness of the outcomes comparing to other methodologies, and the 

opportunity of optimizing the process by considering other parameters derivative from the 

supplementary approaches (as the use of the consumption of standby devices mode or the 

consideration of the load factors).!!.

3.1.1.Specification.of.the.household.devices.used.depending.on.the.place.of.
residence.
.
The evaluation of classic house electricity consumption contains a list of all the appliances 

that are used the most. This phase is founded on the outcomes of the national survey that was 

done on revenues and standards way of living of families in 2006/2007 [23]. The electrical 

power consumption of every appliance in standard process is set and determined. The 

determination of the household regular consumption is calculated by multiplying the power of 

every device to the average percentage of operating time. It is important that the 

approximation of the energy consumption takes into consideration the load factor of each 

device. According to the study from where the data were collected, different kinds of 

appliances were recorded depending on their percent of operating time and their place of 

residence, the table below (Table 1) represents them by their types. The analysis takes also 

into consideration the lighting percentage of each place of residence (Table 2), and the 

acquisition rate of the different devices of telecommunication per place of residence (Table 

3). Lastly, and since it the pumping systems for irrigation has a big impact on the household 

consumption, it is important to take into account its acquisition time (Table 4). Once all the 

data gathered, two graphs, one for each place of residence, illustrate and help identify the 

most common appliances that are essentially needed to be considered for an accurate 

calculation or evaluation of the electrical household consumption (Figure 4 and Figure 5). To 

get an accurate estimation, the analysis of this report will take the appliances with an 
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acquisition rate above 20% as the limit, since the others will be negligible and will not impact 

much on the overall electrical consumption of each of the urban and rural areas.  

 DURABLE APPLIANCE 
Place of residence  

Urban 
(%) 

Rural 
(%) 

All (%) 

1 COOKERS, OVENS AND SMALL KITCHEN APPLIANCES!
2 Electric cooker 7.9 0.9  5.3  
3 Electric stove with oven 2.3  0.4  1.6  
4 Electric stove without oven 6.1  0.6  4.0  
5 Electric oven 6.2  1.9  4.6  
6 Microwave 4.5  0.3  2.9  
7 Hood 1.9  0.0  1.2  
8 Appliance Robot 55.0  23.7  43.2  
9 REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT 
10 Refrigerator 82.6  34.5  64.5  
11 Freezer 5.4  0.5  3.6  
12 LARGE APPLIANCES 
13 Dishwasher 1.3  0.2  0.9  
14 Washing machine 35.4  2.5  23.1  
15 Electric dryer 1.7  0.1  1.1  
16 Electric vacuum cleaner 6.7  0.5  4.4  
17 Fan 11.4  6.1  9.4  
18 OTHER APPLIANCES 
19 Electric sewing machine 4.2  1.2  3.1  
20 Electric machine knitting 5.2  2.5  4.2  
21 HEATERS 
22 Immersion heater 2.9  0.2  1.9  
23 Electric heating device 3.2  0.5  2.2  
24 AUDIO-VISUAL AND LEISURE APPLIANCES  
25 Radio 57.9  63.6  60.0  
26 Radio only 17.7  26.3  20.9  
27 Radio-cassette 50.1  47.3  49.1  
28 Color TV 89.8  52.9  75.9  
29 Satellite Dish 60.6  27.2  48.0  
30 Stereo 2.3  0.6  1.6  
31 CD player 29.2  23.7  27.1  
32 Printer 4.2  0.5  2.8  

Table.1:.Table.of.percentage.of.operating.time.per.appliance.and.per.place.of.residence..

No.. DURABLE APPLIANCE! Place of residence!
Urban (%) Rural (%) 

33 Lighting 100 96.5 
Table.2:.Lighting.percentage.per.place.of.residence.

No.. DURABLE APPLIANCE! Place of residence!
Urban (%) Rural (%) 

34 Mobile Phones 96 85 
35 Landline 38 16 
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36 Laptop computer 56 18 
Table.3:.Telecommunication.percentage.per.appliances.and.per.place.of.residence.

No.. DURABLE APPLIANCE! ACQUISITION RATE 
(IN%)!

37 Pump for irrigation 77.7 
.

.Table.4:.Pumping.acquisition.rate.for.rural.areas.

!
Figure.4:.Graph.of.the.urban.acquisition.rate.per.appliance.

!
Figure.5:.Graph.of.the.rural.acquisition.rate.per.appliance.

3.1.2.Calculation.of.the.electricity.consumption.per.day.for.each.household.
appliance:.
.
As said previously, the limit fixed is 20% for the acquisition rate of the appliances took into 

account on the daily electrical consumption. It is true that this report focuses essentially on the 

rural area data, since the system proposed is destined to isolated homes and farms. However, 
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it is still useful to have a concrete idea about the consumption of the urban area for the 

comparison, and also for the audience to understand the importance of implementing such a 

system. The appliances selected in each area, for the calculation of the electrical consumption, 

are summarized in the tables below (Table 5 and Table 6). The calculation of the urban 

consumption is straightforward, since it necessitate only the multiplication of the power of 

every device by the average percentage of operating time, then sum them all together to give 

the total daily consumption and multiply by 365 days to have the annual one. The results of 

the calculation are recapitulated on Table 5. However, for the rural computation, the pumping 

system requires the calculation of the electrical energy needs. To do so, different parameters 

need to be taken into account. According to a research, the national average decrease of 

groundwater piezometric is set at a level of 2 meters per year [24]. This value is old and is 

difficult to get it updated, but it is still reliable to use for the needed calculations. The level of 

the water in the principal groundwater of the country might at this moment reach an average 

depth of 60 to 80 meters of profound underground water. So, the fluid power formula is used 

to calculate the electrical energy requirements essential for the supply of the water pumping 

system, and is defined by:!

!!"!#(!"ℎ) = !"#$%&'()!!"#$%&#% ∗ !!"#$%!!"#$ ∗ !!"#$%!!"#$%&'()*!!"#$!!
!"#$!!""#$#!%$& !

CH is fixed as the hydraulic constant defined by !! = !.⍴ = !.!"! !.!! .!"³! !"
!! ∗!"#(!)

!"##!( !
ℎ)

=

2,725! !".!.ℎ
!² ,  Rp as the pump efficiency, which depends on the type of pump and motor (about 

0.65 resulting from estimating the efficiency of the motor at 0.95 and 0.68 for the pump), and 

TMH as the total manometric head that is defined by the difference in meters of pressure 

between the inlet and the outlet of the pump’s [25]. The equivalent equation can be written as 

following:    !!"!# =
!!∗!! !!

!"# ∗!!"#(!)
!!

!
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Finally, and before calculating the electrical energy needed, we have to look for the average 

area that will give an accurate estimation. For that, and according to the “Ministry of 

Agriculture and Food, of Rural Development and Maritime Fisheries”, the percentage of 

farms that possess less than 5 hectares is 70%, this estimation has been done by considering 

the average of water flow on meter cube per day and per household [26]. The latter allows the 

use of these 5 hectares as the accurate estimation of the surface area t o irrigate. However, it is 

important to know that the required water flow rate is limited to a minimum of 60 m3 per day 

and per hectare to irrigate each hectare of a land [27]. Consequently, the explanation above 

proves the following numerical application: 

!!"!# =
0,002725! !".!.ℎ

!² ∗ 60!
!!
!"#

!"#$%&" ∗ 5ℎ!"#$%! ∗ 80!!
0,65 = �!""��!!"#/!"# 

APPLIANCE.TYPE. POWER.UNIT.
(W).

PERIOD.OF.
USE.

FREQUENCY.OF.
USE.

DAILY.
CONSUMPTION.

(Wh).
Laundry C (60 ° C 
cotton) 

From 2500 to 
3000 48 weeks 4 cycles / week 1.35 kWh / cycle 

259 kWh / year 
Refrigerator 200 to 350 365 days Continuous 1370 
Appliance Robot 450 240 days 30min/jour 225 
Radio 5 to 10 365 days 5h/day 50 

Color TV From 80 to 
100 365 days 5h/day 360 

Satellite Dish 22 365 days 5h/day 110 

Mobile Phones 5 335 days 2h/day 10 

Laptop computer From 50 to 
100 365 days 5h/day 500 

CD player 15-25 365 days 4h/day 100 

Landline 5-13 365 days  Continuous 312 

Lighting 15 to 25W 
(8 bulbs) 365 days 

 
5h/day 

 
600 

TOTAL DAILY ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION  4887 Wh/day 

TOTAL ANNUAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION 1568.3 
kWh/year 

Table.5:.Calculation.of.the.daily.and.annual.electricity.consumption.in.urban.households.

APPLIANCE 
TYPE 

POWER 
UNIT (W) 

PERIOD OF 
USE 

FREQUENCY 
OF USE 

DAILY 
CONSUMPTI
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ON (Wh) 
Refrigerator 200 to 350 365 days Continuous 1370 
Appliances Robot 450 240 days 30min/jour 225 
Radio 5 to 10 365 days 5h/day 50 

Color TV From 80 to 
100 365 days 5h/day 360 

Satellite Dish 22 365 days 5h/day 110 

Mobile Phones 5 335 days 2h/day 10 

CD player 15-25 365 days 4h/day 100 

Lighting 15 to 25W 
(8 bulbs) 365 days 

 
5h/day 

 
600 

Pump for irrigation From 15,000 
to 30,000 365 days 8h/day 100000 

TOTAL DAILY ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION    102 825 
Wh/day 

TOTAL ANNUAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION 37.5 
MWh/year 

Table.6:.Calculation.of.the.daily.and.annual.electrical.consumption.in.rural.households.

To conclude, the evaluation of users electric energy consumption part leads to two different 

estimations. On one hand, the urban electrical consumption needs are assessed to 4887 

Wh/day; on the other hand, the rural electrical consumption needs are evaluated to 102 825 

Wh/day. It is indeed noticeable that the resulted value of the rural estimation is very high 

comparing to the urban one, and this is actually due to the existence of the pumping system 

that requires high power energy. It is in fact, very ambitious and determined to intend to cover 

the totality of this energy exclusively by the installation of a hybrid system of solar and wind 

turbine. But the goal of this capstone is to prove that engineers solve complex and difficult 

issues in the simplest and improbable ways. 

3.2 Hybrid.System.Design.Proposal.

3.2.1.Independent.Peak.Power.calculations.of.PV.Solar.panels.and.Wind.turbine.

For the purpose of designing the hybrid system that will be adapted to the calculated average 

household electrical consumption, it is first important to determine the type of electricity that 

will be used to support the system.  
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In fact, as noticed, the rural electrical consumption needs were estimated to 102 825 Wh/day, 

that is to say that the system circuit of the house will be relatively big to support this amount 

of energy consumption. Knowing that the “Direct Current” (DC) electricity is common in 

residential areas, and that it has a limit of 3kW energetic power support; it is, therefore, 

impossible to use such a system for the estimated household needs. Consequently, and 

knowing that the “Alternating Current” (AC) is the most appropriate for such demand, and 

that it will be needed to provide more than 48 Volts to the system, it will be indeed the one 

chosen. 

 

Now that the type of current is specified, a major definition is important to have to understand 

the calculations that will be done lately on this report. The “Peak Power” is indeed a key 

Figure.5:.Illustration.of.the.two.different.types.of.electricity.Bus.connected.as.an.example.to.a.PV.panel..

Figure.6:.Schema.of.an.AC.based.system.connected.to.PV.panels.and.batteries.(as.an.example).
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value that will help determine the required power to cover the evaluated consumption. It is by 

definition, “the amount of power that can be produced under ideal conditions”[28]. 

Furthermore, for each of the PV panels and the wind turbine, the peak power will be 

calculated by assuming that each device will cover the total energy consumption of the 

household separately.  

!3.2.1.1!Determination!of!the!PV!peak!power:!
.
To choose the right PV panels to satisfy the estimated needs, the peak power of the solar 

system has to be calculated. It corresponds to the power supplied by all cells of the panels in 

Watts. However, knowing that PV panels systems do not receive the same amount of solar 

radiations through a year, but it depends instead on the seasons and the duration of the day, 

the produced power varies throughout time. Therefore, the peak power will be calculated 

based on an average value of the solar radiation of the year. In fact, by definition, the peak 

power is expressed by relating four elements. The first one is the energetic need “Erequired”, 

expressed in kilowatts hour per day, which has been estimated to 102.825 kWh/day. The 

second is the solar radiation “Raverage”, expressed in kilowatts hour per meter square and per 

day. According to the results Figure 2, the Moroccan average solar radiation per year is 5!

kWh/m²*day. The third is the coefficient of efficiency “!”, which takes into account the 

various possible losses as for example, in the cables, batteries, and the invertors. This value is 

calculated by multiplying the efficiency coefficient of each of the components of the circuit. 

As shown in Figure 8, the resulting estimated efficiency coefficient is 67.7%. The forth and 

the last one is the standard radiation “RS”. According to the Standard Test Conditions (STC), 

for creating uniform test conditions, the standard irradiation is set to 1000 W/m [29]. 
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!
!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

These!latters!lead!to!a!final!formula!of!the!peak!power!expressed!by!the!following:!

!!!!!!(!"!!"#$%&) = !
!!"#$%&"'!×!!
!!×!!!"#$!%#

!!!!!

The!numerical!application!gives:!

!!(!"!!"#$%) =
!"#.!"#!!"ℎ

!"# !×!"""
!

!!

!.!""×!! !"ℎ
!!.!"#

= ��!".!"��!"!!

3.2.1.2!Determination!of!the!wind!turbine!peak!power:!!
.
In order to select the right wind turbine, the peak power of the wind turbine will give a real 

evaluation of the power required to satisfy the daily rural households needs previously 

calculated, which is equal to 102.825 kWh/day. The main element to take into consideration, 

alongside with the daily energetic requirements “ERequired”, is the system’s efficiency “!” that 

is estimated to 40%. It is, in fact, realistic to assume that only 40% of the power produced by 

the wind is converted to electricity, since the calculation or the estimation of this variable 

depends on the drive train efficiency, the generator efficiency (with a transmission efficiency 

estimated to 90%), and the aerodynamic losses that acts throughout the viscosity [30]. That is 

to formulate the following mathematical expression: 

!!(!"#$) = !
!!"#$%&"'

!!×!!"ℎ!"#$/!"#!!

 
 

Figure.7:.Schema.illustrating.the.efficiency.calculation.
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Accordingly, the numerical application gives the following result: 
! !

!!(!"#$) =
102.825!kWh/day
0,4! ∗ !24ℎ/!"# = �!".!"!!"!

3.2.2.Hybrid.System.Design:.
 
Once the peak power of each of the two components known, it will allow the determination of 

the capacity factor, which is the “fraction of ‘nameplate capacity’ (maximum output) a wind 

turbine or solar generator produces over time, due to variation in wind, or sunlight”[31]. The 

latter helps to evaluate the “limit to the share of electricity that wind and solar can acquire” 

[32]. Thus, the two factors will help determine the percent of energy that each of them will 

cover to be put on one combined hybrid system (solar and wind). The following subparts will 

be demonstrating the different steps of the physical and financial calculations needed to 

finally conclude with the final resulting design. To do so, and since the capacity factor, that 

will allow us to calculate the latter percent, varies from place to place; the analysis will be 

done at four different towns of Morocco. The cities chosen are: Essaouira, Laayoun, 

Ouarzazate, and Tangier. Before going through the analysis, the calculation method will be 

explained and described, and then each result will be described by city.  

!

Figure.8:.Moroccan.map.illustrating.the.different.chosen.cities.[33].
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3.2.2.1!Calculation!Method:!
!
By definition, “the capacity factor is the ratio of the system's predicted electrical output in the 

first year of operation to the nameplate output, which is equivalent to the quantity of energy 

the system would generate if it operated at its nameplate capacity for every hour of the 

year”[34]. It can be expressed by the following formula:!

! =
!"#!!""#$%!!"#$%&! !"ℎ

!"#$

!"#$%&!!"#"$%&' !"ℎ
!"#$ !(!"!!"#$%!!"#$%&%"#')

 

Where the net annual energy is the possible energy to be produced by the system respecting 

the site external conditions, and the system capacity is the energy that the system would 

produce in ideal conditions. The system capacity will be calculated by multiplying the rated 

power of the wind by the total hours of the years (meaning 8760 hours), which means that the 

assumption is that, in ideal conditions, the wind will be working 24/7. The net annual energy 

will be calculated using the “Weibull distribution” method. In contrast with the PV panels, the 

calculation will be quite different, since they will be taking into consideration efficiencies. 

The latters will be further explained in the following subparts.  

a) Wind capacity factor method of calculation:  
!
The energy to be covered has been previously determined to 102.825kWh/day, which is 

equivalent to 37 531.125kWh/year or 37.5MWh/year. On one hand, and since the peak power 

of the wind was previously determined to 10.71kW, the wind capacity chosen is 10kW. By 

assuming that this wind will work 24/7, the ideal energy that it will produce is:  ESystem= 

10kW x 8760hours = 87,6 Mwh/year. On the other hand, the net annual energy depends on 

the probability distribution of each wind speed throughout the year. This made the calculation 

a little more complex, since it requires having for each wind speed value its probability of 

occurrence. Assuming having these data, the analysis requires the use of the statistical method 

of “Weibull distribution”. “The Weibull distribution is a function used to predict the wind 
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variation of a specific location. It makes possible the description of the wind speed behavior 

and also allows estimate the energy output for a specific location” [35]. In fact, it is 

commonly used for the approximation of “the wind speed probability distribution”, and it is 

defined by the different parameters that will be computed using Excel, which are: 

• Sum of the Probabilities: this is to be sure that the probabilities entered are all correct, 

so the result of the summation has to be equal to 1. 

• Average wind Speed !: specific to the each region analyzed. 

• Standard deviation !: uses the sum of discard computed just before, to get a quantified 

variation of the wind speed for a specific region.  

• "k" Coefficient: is the “Weibull” parameter responsible of the shape of the distribution 

curve, varying between 1 and 3, and the smaller the value of k is the more variable is 

the wind. It is also mathematically defined by: ! = (!!
! )

!!.!"#  

• LN of Gamma (1+(1/k)) (or ln(Γ(1+ !
!))) is calculated to find Γ(!)=Gamma (n) = (n-

1)!, and through it compute the Gamma (1+(1/k))to finally determine the c coefficient 

of the Weibull distribution defined as: ! = !
!(!!!!)

 (also known as !) 

• Ln of the average speed at 10m is useful to calculate α, which is defined by: 0.37-

(0.88xln(!))/1-(0.88xln(4)), and it is the power law exponent that represents the 

roughness length of the surface area around the wind turbine.  

• The average speed at a specific height (in the case of the study, it will be the height of 

the wind turbine) is important to know for the study, as it is the considerate average 

wind speed. 

The latter parameters are what allow the creation of a comparative graph between the 

“Weibull curve” and the actual power wind curve. Basically, the expression is a little more 

complex. As the average probability of the wind is defined by: !! = ! !"# − !!!!
!

!
−!

!!!
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!"# − !!
!

! !! !!!! !!!!(!!)
! , with the probability a wind speed U is expressed by: 

! ! = !
! !

!
!

!!!
∗ exp! − !

!

!
. Technically, the produced energy can be calculated by 

integrating the function of occurrence (as illustrated in the graph by a curve) or by summing 

the product of each wind speed by its probability of occurrence (as illustrated by bars) (Figure 

9). One the graph of the two curves computed, it can be noticed that the more similar the 

annual wind speed distribution curve will be to the “Weibull distribution” curve, the higher 

will be the capacity factor of the wind turbine.  

!

Figure.9:.Example.of.an.annual.wind.speed.probability.distribution.of.“Weibull”.[36].

This is the kind of graph that will be generated using the data of each city and by computing 

the formula of the “Weibull distribution”. The generated results will be reported, but 

unfortunately, and to respect the confidentiality of a current project, the actual data Excel 

sheet will not be reported. 

b) PV panels’ capacity factor calculation: !

Similarly to the previous calculation, the capacity factor is expressed the same way. The 

energy to be covered is 37.5MWh/year, and according to the previous calculations, the peak 

power of the PV panels was determined to 30.38kW. Taking into consideration the Standards 
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Technical Conditions, as cited before (1000W/m2 of radiation, a temperature of 25°C, and a 

Air Mass of 1.5, which is the thickness of the atmosphere [29]), the average radiation of 

5kWh/m2day can be expressed by: 5hours x1000 W/m2 x day. By assuming that the chosen 

panels have a power of 250W, 30kW/250W= 120 PV panels. According to the technical sheet 

of the chosen panels “Gamme Multisol P6-66” the equivalent surface is 120x1.82 = 218.4 m2. 

The efficiency of the solar panels at the level of their cells is 250watts/(1000watts/m2 

x1.82m2)=13.8%, and the efficiency of the entire system is given by 67.7% (figure 7). And 

noting that, by definition, the manual calculation of the capacity factor can be expressed by 

the following formula [37]:  

!!" =
!""#$#%&$'!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$!!"#$%&&%$!!"!!"#$%&'(!!!"!!"ℎ!!"#!!"#$

!""#$#%&$'!!"!!ℎ!!!"#$!%&!!"#$%&&%$!'"!!"#!$#"%&'!!"!!"ℎ!!"#!!"#$ 

The efficiency of the real installation has to be recorded from the annual production, and the 

efficiency of the nominal installation can be calculated by taking into consideration the annual 

radiation per generating surface of the PV installation multiplied by the efficiency of the 

panels. Numerically speaking, the capacity factor of the PV panels system would be:  

!!" =
5 !"ℎ

!! !×218!!×365!"#$×0.138×0.677
5 !"ℎ

!! !×218!!×365!"#$×0.138
= 67.7% 

3.2.2.2!Results!for!each!city:!

a) Essaouira:!

The wind simulation of the selected “ReDriven” wind, that has a capacity of 10kW (Table 7), 

has been computed using the wind speed data of Essaouira and their frequency of occurrence 

through the year on the Excel sheet with the defined “Weibull distribution”. The “Weibull 

distribution”, once computed, gave the “Weibull” characteristics summarized in Table 8. 

Accordingly, the graph has been generated to have a clear idea about the efficiency of such 

wind in the particular site of Essaouira. The capacity factor in Essaouira supports the idea of 
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using wind system in it, since for a value of Cw= 38.6% (Table 9), and a capacity energy of 

87.6MWh/year, it is possible to cover 38.6% x 87.6 MWh/year = 33.81MWh/year. This 

represents a percent of 90.16% of the total energy needs, and a remaining of 3.69MWh/year 

to be covered by the PV panels.    

ReDriven(10(kW(data(results(3(Retscreen(Simulation)( !
Wind Speed                                                                   

in m/s 
Power curve 

in kW 
Energy  curve in 

MWh 
0! 0,0 !!
1! 0,0 !!
2! 0,0 !!
3! 0,3 4,2!
4! 0,6 10,3!
5! 1,2 18,9!
6! 2,2 28,5!
7! 3,3 37,6!
8! 5,0 44,9!
9! 7,2 50,0!
10! 10,0 52,9!
11! 11,0 53,9!
12! 11,0 53,6!
13! 11,0 52,3!
14! 11,0 50,4!
15! 11,0 48,1!
16! 11,0 !!
17! 11,0 !!

18!(max!height!for!safety)! 11,0 !!
Table.7:.Resulting.power.and.energy.for.each.speed.of."ReDriven".wind.(From.Retscreen.Simulation).

Sum!of!the!Probabilities!! 1,00E+00!
Average!wind!Speed! 9,66E+00!
Sum!of!the!discard! 2,21E+01!
Standard!deviation! 4,70E+00!
"k"!Coefficient!!! 2,189270252!

LN!of!Gamma!(1+(1/k))! Q0,121474851!

Gamma(1+(1/k))! 0,885613326!
"c"!Coefficient!!! 1,09E+01!

Ln!of!the!average!speed!at!10m! 2,268407641!
α! 0,194053468!

The!average!speed!at!the!wind!heigh!(18m)! 10,45509638!
Table.8:.Weibull.characteristics.Results.in.Essaouira.
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!
Figure.8:.Graphical.illustration.of.the.Weibull.distribution.and.the.wind.power.curve.for.Essaouira.

Number!of!Wind!(10kW)!! 1!
Total!Annual!Wind!Productivity!in!MWh! 33,86247165!
Capacity!Factor! 0,386557896!

Table.9:.Resulting.Wind.Capacity.Factor.of.Essaouira.

For the PV panels’ calculation, a software has been used to determine the capacity factor of 

each city. PVsyst software “ is designed to be used by architects, engineer, and researchers”, 

is “able to import weather data from many different sources”, and generate a PDF document 

that includes many parameters essential for the PV analysis (Appendix B). Before operating 

with it, the optimal angle of radiation was needed. For that, an online tool called PVgis has 

been used to generate the “Incident global irradiation for the chosen location”(Appendix A). 

“Table 10” summarizes the variation of the solar radiation in Essaouira, and gives also the 

needed optimal angle of radiation. Moving to PVsyst, for the previously specified PV panel 

(Multisol P6:66 250W), in the generated document, the produced energy has been estimated 

to 46.1 MWh/year with a resulting capacity factor of Cp = 80%. This is way more than the 

required energy. Additionally to that, a graph illustrating the capacity factor variation 

throughout the year of the specified region of Essaouira (Figure10) has been computed, 

nearby a second one representing the yearly productivity of the system (Figure 11).  
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Table.10:.Generated.solar.radiation.per.month.in.Essaouira.(Appendix.A)  

!

Figure.9:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.angles.of.radiation.through.the.year.in.Essaouira. 

!

Figure.10:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.capacity.factor.of.Essaouira.throughout.the.yea.
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To sum up for Essaouira’s cite, and from the calculations above, the capacity factor of the 

wind system is Cw=38.6% and for the PV panels is Cp =80%. The choice will depend then on 

the most efficient one in term of capacity but also in term of cost. 

b) Laayoun:!

Similarly to the calculations done in Essaouira, with the same wind turbine “ReDriven”, and 

using the same kind of Excel sheet, the “Weibull distribution”, once computed, it gave a 

summary of the “Weibull” characteristics in Table 11. Accordingly, the graph has been 

generated to have a clear idea about the efficiency of such wind in the particular site of 

Laayoun. The capacity factor in Laayoun supports the idea of using wind system in it, with a 

value of Cw= 51.9% (Table 12), and with a ideal capacity energy of 87.6MWh/year, it is 

possible to cover 51.9% x 87.6 MWh/year = 45.46MWh/year. This represents a percent of 

121% of the total energy needs, wich gives a surplus of 7.96 MWh/year. 

Sum!of!the!Probabilities!! 1,00E+00!
Average!wind!Speed! 1,09E+01!
Sum!of!the!discard! 8,38E+00!
Standard!deviation! 2,90E+00!
"k"!Coefficient!!! 4,202023734!

LN!of!Gamma!(1+(1/k))! Q0,095451101!

Gamma(1+(1/k))! 0,908962808!
"c"!Coefficient!!! 1,19E+01!

Ln!of!the!average!speed!at!10m! 2,384994229!
α! 0,182368333!

The!average!speed!at!the!wind!heigh!(18m)! 11,69239026!
Table.11:.“Weibull”.characteristics.result.in.Laayoun.

!
!

Figure.11:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.productivity.of.the.system.throughout.the.year.in.Essaouira.

.
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Number!of!Wind!(10kW)! 1!
Total!Annual!Wind!Productivity! 45,45359136!
Capacity!Factor! 0,518876614!

Table.12:.Resulting.Wind.Capacity.Factor.of.Laayoun.

!
Figure.12:.Graphical.illustration.of.the.“Weibull.“distribution.and.the.wind.power.curve.for.Laayoun.

For the PV panels’ calculation, the same simulations have been done: in “PVgis” as shown in 

Appendix C, and in “PVsyst” as shown in Appendix D.  The resulted optimal angle of 

radiation is 27° as reported in Table 13. Moving to “PVsyst”, for the previously specified PV 

panel (Multisol P6:66 250W), in the generated document, the produced energy has been 

estimated to 44.6 MWh/year with a resulting capacity factor of Cp = 79.9%. This is, once 

again, way more than the required energy. Additionally to that, a graph illustrating the 

capacity factor variation throughout the year of the specified region of Laayoun (Figure 14) 

has been computed, nearby a second one representing the yearly productivity of the system 

(Figure 15).  

Figure.13:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.capacity.factor.of.Laayoun.throughout.the.year.
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!
Figure.14:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.productivity.of.the.system.throughout.the.year.in.Laayoun.

!
Table.13:.Generated.solar.radiation.per.month.in.Laayoun.(Appendix.C) 

!

!
Figure.15:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.angles.of.radiation.through.the.year.in.Laayoun.

Summing!up!Laayoun!part,!the!calculations!gave!a!wind!capacity!factor!of!CW=51.9%!and!

a! solar! PV! capacity! factor! of! CP! =79.9%.! The! choice! will! depend,! again,! on! the! most!

efficient!one!in!term!of!capacity,!but!also!in!term!of!cost.!
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c) Ouarzazate:!

Similarly to the calculations above, with the same wind turbine “ReDriven”, and using the 

same kind of Excel sheet, the computed “Weibull distribution” summarized the “Weibull” 

characteristics in Table 14. Accordingly, the graph has been generated to have a clear idea 

about the efficiency of such wind in the particular site of Ouarzazate. The capacity factor in 

Ouarzazate is Cw= 19.5% (Table 15), and with a capacity energy of 17.1MWh/year, the 

possible energy to cover was calculated by 19.5% x 87.6 MWh/year = 17.1MWh/year. This 

represents a percent of 45.6% of the total energy needs, which results on a remaining energy 

to be covered by the PV panels of: 20.4MWh/year. Accordingly, with the graph of “Weibull” 

curve and the wind power curve in Ouarzazate, it is noticeable that it does not follow the same 

shape, which ties in the results percent of energy covered previously cited. 

Sum!of!the!Probabilities!! 1,00E+00!
Average!wind!Speed! 4,52E+00!
Sum!of!the!discard! 8,64E+00!
Standard!deviation! 2,94E+00!
"k"!Coefficient!!! 1,595565472!

LN!of!Gamma!(1+(1/k))! Q0,108917013!

Gamma(1+(1/k))! 0,896804838!
"c"!Coefficient!!! 5,04E+00!

Ln!of!the!average!speed!at!10m! 1,508157949!
α! 0,270251085!

The!average!speed!at!the!wind!heigh!(18m)! 5,041659705!
Table.14:.“Weibull”.characteristics.result.in.Ouarzazate 

Number!of!Wind!(10kW)! 1!
Total!Annual!Wind!Productivity! 17,08688406!
Capacity!Factor! 0,195055754!

Table.15:.Resulting.Wind.Capacity.Factor.of.Ouarzazate.
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!
Figure.16:.Graphical.illustration.of.the.Weibull.distribution.and.the.wind.power.curve.for.Ouarzazate.

For the PV panels’ calculation, the same simulations have been done: in “PVgis” as shown in 

Appendix E, and in “PVsyst” as shown in Appendix F.  The resulted optimal angle of 

radiation is 31° as reported in Table 16. Moving to “PVsyst”, for the previously specified PV 

panel (Multisol P6:66 250W), in the generated document, the produced energy has been 

estimated to 45.7 MWh/year with a resulting capacity factor of Cp = 79.9% (Appendix F). 

This is, once again, way more than the required energy. Additionally to that, a graph 

illustrating the capacity factor variation throughout the year of the specified region of 

Ouarzazate (Figure 18) has been computed, nearby a second one representing the yearly 

productivity of the system (Figure 19).  

.

Figure.17:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.capacity.factor.of.Ouarzazate.throughout.the.year.
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.

Figure.18:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.productivity.of.the.system.throughout.the.year.in.Ouarzazate.

!
Table.16:.Generated.solar.radiation.per.month.in.Ouarzazate.(Appendix.E).

!

!
Figure.19:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.angles.of.radiation.through.the.year.in.Ouarzazate.

In!Ouarzazate,! it! is!clearly!noticeable! that! the!PV!panels!are!more!appropriate! for! this!

region! of! Morocco.! As! found,! the! wind! capacity! factor! is! CW=19.5%! and! the! solar! PV!
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capacity! factor! is!CP!=79.9%.! It! is! for!sure!that! the!choice!will!depend!efficiency!of! the!

system!by!comparing!the!capacity,!and!cost;!consequently,!the!cost!analysis!will!be!done!

to!either!confirm!the!conclusion!of!the!capacity!factor!calculations!or!refute!it.!

d) Tangier:!!

Similarly to the calculations above, with the same wind turbine “ReDriven”, and using the 

same kind of Excel sheet, the computed “Weibull distribution” summarized the “Weibull” 

characteristics in Table 14. Accordingly, the graph has been generated to have a clear idea 

about the efficiency of such wind in the particular site of Tangier. The capacity factor in 

Tangier is Cw= 40.8% (Table 15), and with a capacity energy of 35.7MWh/year, the possible 

energy to cover was calculated by 40.8% x 87.6 MWh/year = 35.7MWh/year. This represents 

a percent of 95.3% of the total energy needs, which results on a remaining energy to be 

covered by the PV panels of: 1.8MWh/year. Accordingly, with the graph of “Weibull” curve 

and the wind power curve in Tangier, it is noticeable that it does follow approximately the 

same shape, which ties in the results percent of energy covered previously cited. 

Sum!of!the!Probabilities!! 1,00E+00!
Average!wind!Speed! 9,12E+00!
Sum!of!the!discard! 1,70E+01!
Standard!deviation! 4,13E+00!
"k"!Coefficient!!! 2,366110242!

LN!of!Gamma!(1+(1/k))! Q0,120741562!

Gamma(1+(1/k))! 0,886262974!
"c"!Coefficient!!! 1,03E+01!

Ln!of!the!average!speed!at!10m! 2,210283383!
α! 0,199879093!

The!average!speed!at!the!wind!heigh!(18m)! 9,888054192!
Table.17:."Weibull".characteristics.result.in.Tangier 

Number!of!Wind!(10kW)! 1!
Total!Annual!Wind!Productivity! 35,72321356!
Capacity!Factor! 0,407799242!

Table.18:.Resulting.wind.capacity.factor.of.Tangier.
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!
Figure.20:.Graphical.illustration.of.the."Weibull".distribution.and.the.wind.power.curve.for.Tangier.

For the PV panels’ calculation, the same simulations have been done: in “PVgis” as shown in 

Appendix G, and in “PVsyst” as shown in Appendix H.  The resulted optimal angle of 

radiation is 32° as reported in Table 19. Moving to “PVsyst”, for the previously specified PV 

panel (Multisol P6:66 250W), in the generated document, the produced energy has been 

estimated to 48.1 MWh/year with a resulting capacity factor of Cp = 80.3% (Appendix H). 

This is, once again, way more than the required energy. Additionally to that, a graph 

illustrating the capacity factor variation throughout the year of the specified region of Tangier 

(Figure 22) has been computed, nearby a second one representing the yearly productivity of 

the system (Figure 23). 

!

Figure.21:.Graph.of.the.variation.of.the.capacity.factor.in.Tangier.throughout.the.year 
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.

Figure.22:.Graph.of.the.productivity.of.the.system.throughout.the.year.in.Tangier.

!
Figure.23:.Graphs.of.the.variation.of.the.angles.of.radiation.through.the.year.in.Tangier.

..

Table.19:.Generated.solar.radiation.per.month.in.Tangier.(Appendix.H).

Last!but!not!least,!in!Tangier,!the!wind!capacity!factor!is!estimated!to!CW=40.8%!and!the!

solar! PV! capacity! factor! is! CP! =80.3%.!The! choice! of! the! percent! of! use! of! each! of! the!
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wind! turbine! and! the! solar! panels! will! depend! on! the! most! efficient! one! in! term! of!

capacity!but!also,!and!most!significantly,!in!term!of!cost.!

!3.2.2.3!Choice!of!the!hybrid!system!depending!on!the!site:!!

3.2.2.3.1!System!storage!component!
!
The type of storage that has been selected for the desired hybrid system is the “Gel” storage, 

for the good compromise between the quality and the price that it offers. It is also resistant 

and does not demand as much maintenance as other types of storage systems. Furthermore, to 

calculate the capacity of storage needed, 4 elements have to be considered. The energy needed 

to be stored per day is the first thing to know, which in this case is 102.825 kWh/day. The 

second one is the number of days of energy to store, in the case of hybrid system only one day 

will be chosen as the minimum required period, the worst case scenario would be that neither 

the wind turbine nor the PV solar panels would be able to provide the household with the 

energy that it needs at the same moment, which is almost. The third one is the percent safety 

for the protection of the battery from function damages, set to 50%. Last, but not least, the 

voltage of the system: 48V, as reported before, as having an AC system, the house has a 

relatively complex and big circuit (connected to the pumping system, the wind turbine 

system, and the PV solar panels system). That leads to the following calculation: 

C100= 
!"#.!"#!!"ℎ

!"# ×!!!"#!
!"%!×!!"! = 4284 Ampere hours 

3.2.2.3.1!Wind!turbine!and!PV!solar!panels!components:!
!!
With the chosen components, that are: “ReDriven” Wind with a rated power of 10kW 

(Appendix I), and “Scheuten” (P6-66) PV panels with a rated power of 250W each (Appendix 

J). The following summarized results can help find out the most appropriate percent of use for 

each of the two major components for the hybrid system design.  

1- Essaouira:  Cw=38.6%, Ew=33.81MWh/year, Cp =80%, and Ep= 46.1MWh/year 
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2- Laayoun: CW=51.9%, Ew=45.46MWh/year, CP =79.9%, and Ep=44.6MWh/year 

3-Ouarzazate: CW=19.5%, Ew=17.1MWh/year, CP =79.9%, and Ep=45.7MWh/year 

4-Tangier: CW=40.8%, Ew=35.7MWh/year, CP =80.3%, and Ep=48.1MWh/year 

For the unique case of Ouarzazate, it is clear that it has better potential on the solar 

productivity. In other words, regardless of the cost, and since the solar production is more 

than twice beyond the wind production, the PV solar panels component will be covering more 

than half the energetic household than the wind turbine. However, for Essaouira, Laayoun, 

and Tangier, it is less obvious to make a choice of percent of use without taking into 

consideration the price of kilowatt installed. So, the choice will be based on the average price 

of the installed kW. According to “2015 Small Wind World Report Summary”, the average 

cost of installed SWTs (small wind turbines) was, in 2013, 6940$/kW in the USA, 5873$/kW 

in the UK, and in China 1900$/kW in 2011[38]; thus, a worldwide average cost would be 

around 4900$/kW for SMTs. However, for PV solar panels installations, it is actually around 

3 Euros per watt peak in Europe, in 2010, and according to the “Study of the potential of the 

development of the photovoltaic energy in the regions of Meknes-Tafilalet, Oriental and 

Souss-Massa-Drâa”, a Temasol expert believed that in Morocco the prices are similar to those 

of Europe [39]. For a price projection of the systems cost, since the annual average cost 

decreases by 7.5% each year for the period preceding 2020 [39], and that the actual price is 

3000euros/kW-installed, the cost calculation for 2016 would be: 3000 - (3000 x 0.075 x 

6years) = 1650euros/kW-installed for PV solar panels. Therefore, as the installed kilowatt 

cost for small wind turbine system is 4900$/kW, which is equivalent to 47 200MAD, and the 

PV system cost is around 18 000MAD, this contrast of price will definitely be crucial and 

decisive for the modeling of this project’s hybrid system.  
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For the special case of Ouarzazate: 

For Ouarzazate, the most efficient system would be judged, mainly, in terms of its energy 

supply for the household. The total energy to be covered as calculated previously is ET= 

102.825kWh/day, where 100 000Wh/day is exclusive for the pumping system, and 

2825Wh/day for the different household electricity needs. The idea, at first, was to calculate 

the energy productivity for three different scenarios (90%solar / 10%wind, 80%solar / 

20%wind, and 70%solar / 30%wind) and choose the best of them, in term of energy covered 

and also in term of the cost of the installed kilowatt. However, when calculating the first case, 

the results, which depend on different parameters, as the fact that the region of Ouarzazate has 

quite much productivity from the solar than from the wind energy generation, goes from 90% 

of solar and 10% of wind, to around 80% of solar to 20% of wind after doing some 

adjustments.  

1st Step: (90/10 distribution) 

• EPV= 102.825 x 0.90= 92.54kWh/day, which requires a solar peak power of 

PPV= !".!"
!.!""×!.!"=20.6kW. The simulation on PVsyst (as done before for the capacity 

factor calculations) results on a production of 32.1MWh/year for a peak power of 

21kW, which represents 85.5% of the yearly energy needs. 

• EW= 10.28kWh/day, which requires a wind peak power of PW= !".!"
!.!×!"ℎ=1kW. 

Basically, after looking for the energy curve of a 1kW wind turbine, the resulted 

energy production is too low, at 2049.64kWh/year, representing only 5.46%.  

Unfortunately, by summing the energy production of the PV and the wind generation, it is 

clearly not enough to cover the yearly needs.   

2nd Step: (Adjustments): The first thing, now, is to see if it is possible to produce more wind 

energy by taking small wind turbine with bigger rated power. After that, a small adjustment 

will be done on the PV system to have more efficient and accurate overall production. 
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• By taking a wind of 2kW, then a wind of 3kw, apparently the exact and the 

production needed would have been from the 4kW rated power. After some research, 

it happens that the 4kW wind does not appear on the lists of wind turbines. After 

simulating the next one with a rated power of 5kW, it resulted on an energy 

production of 81067.75kWh/year and a percent covered of 21.6%, which means that 

the 5kW wind is the one that could fit in this case. 

• With a total energy production of: 32.1MWh/year (21KW PV panel) + 

81067.75kWh/year (5kW wind) = 40.207MWh/year. This can be adjusted to avoid 

producing more than needed and having to pay extra cost for the system. 

Consequently, by simulating 20kW of PV rated power instead of 21kW, the energy 

production decreased to 30.7MWh/year, which represents 81.8%, and fit perfectly 

what was wanted.  

3d and last step: The most appropriate hybrid system for Ouarzazate’s households would be 

an approximation of 80/20 distributions by using a 5kW wind and an overall rated power PV 

installation of 20k (using 80 “Scheuten” panels of 250watts). Thus, the cost will be around 

5kW x 47200MAD/kW-installed (wind) + 20kW x 18000MAD/kW-installed (PVpanels) = 

596000MAD of total investment.   

For the case of Essaouira, Laayoun, and Tangier: 

Similarly to the method used for Ouarzazate, this time the first proposition will be a 50/50 

solar/wind distribution, which will be adjusted depending on the region and its productivity, 

and obviously the price of the system. So, 50% of the total energy needs is equivalent to 

51.4kWh/day, by performing the same simulations and calculations for each of the solar PV 

panels and the wind turbine, the first results for Laayoun are: 

• EPV= EW= 51.4kWh/day, which requires a solar peak power of 

PPV= !".!
!.!""×!.!"=11.6kW. The simulation on PVsyst (as done before for the capacity 
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factor calculations) results on a production of 17.85MWh/year for a peak power of 

12kW, which represents 47.6% of the yearly energy needs. The wind peak power, 

similarly, is calculated from PW= !".!
!.!×!"ℎ=5.35kW. By finding the energy curve of a 

6kW wind turbine, the energy production calculation on Excel gives a result of   

29.62kWh/year, representing only 78.9%.  

• For an overall production of 47.47MWh/year, an adjustment has to be done for better 

efficiency, less waste, and less cost. This latter has been done on the PV panels, since 

the production of the wind is covering the majority of the energy need. By trying 

9kW peak power that gave 13.49MWh/year, then 7.5kW peak power that gave 

11.44MWh/year, also 6kW peak power that gave 8979kWh/year, and lastly 5.5kW 

peak power that gave 7282kWh/year. The most appropriate PV panels system is 

finally the 6kW rated power (24 panels of 250watts), covering 23.9%. 

• For a yearly production of 38.59MWh/year, the cost of the overall system is: 6kW x 

18200 + 6kW x 47200 = 391 200 MAD. 

By performing the exact same method of calculation for the two remaining cities, the results 

are as following: 

• Essaouira: 6kW wind turbine, with a yearly production of 21.26MWh/year (56.7% of 

the total energy needs), and 11kW rated power of PV panels for a production of 

17.00MWh/year (44 PV panels covering 45.3% of the total energy needs). The cost of 

Essouira’s hybrid system is: : 11kW x 18200 + 6kW x 47200 = 480 000 MAD. 

• Tangier: 6kW wind turbine, with a yearly production of 22.20MWh/year (59.2% of 

the total energy needs), and 10kW rated power of PV panels for a production of 

16.12MWh/year (40 PV panels covering 42.99% of the total energy needs). The cost 

of Tangier’s hybrid system is: 10kW x 18200 + 6kW x 47200 = 462 000 MAD. 
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3.3 Financial.Analysis:.

The financial analysis offers an additional phase of assessment based on cost for the designed 

hybrid system. If the calculations and simulations, previously performed, focus on the 

technical and engineering aspects of the project, the financial analysis has the goal of 

evaluating the system’s global cost, and its return of investment. The cost analysis conducted 

for the hybrid system of each city has been calculated using an Excel sheet that takes different 

parameters into account to generate the needed outputs. As illustrated in Table 20, the first 

segment represents the total rated power installed by each specific hybrid system (per region). 

The second one is the total investment, as calculated in the above section. These two 

components permit the calculation of the cost of the installed rated power. The third 

parameter is the theoretical annual production of energy, which is as previously stated the 

addition of the production of each of the solar panels and the wind turbine used in the system. 

The fourth parameter is the price of the kilowatt in Morocco, which is, according to the online 

“Low Voltage Rate- Professional” report of “ONE”, for the agricultural clients with a 

consumption higher than 500kWh is 1.6193MAD/kWh[37].  

 

Table.20:.Calculation.parameters.of.the.cost.analysis.(Ouarzazate).

The fifth parameter represents the percentage of technical depreciation, which affects the 

annual production of energy of the installed hybrid system, and it has been estimated 

reasonably to 8%. These five parameters are the main considerations of the Excel sheet used, 

and they allow the calculation of the annual production of energy, its price, its operational 

PROJET  : Ouarzazate

Total rated power installed (Wc) : 25 000,000
Investissement HT : 596 000 !DH!TTC
Cout du Wc installé : 23,84 !DH!TTC/Wc

Annual theoretical initial output of the System: 40!207 !kWh
 Price of the kWh : 1,61930 !DH!HT/kWh

Theoretical initial annual turnover of the systm   : 65!107 !DH!HT

Totale installed power (kWc) : 25,000 kWc
Annual theoretical initial total system output : 40 207 kWh
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charge, the real value of the produced energy, and the return of investment. By cumulating the 

annual value of the produced energy, the period required to recuperate the cost of investment 

is defined as the payback, and it can be found by highlighting the year where this 

accumulation exceeds the initial investment (price of the system). In fact, once the payback 

period of the project is determined, it is systematic to know whether the project is worth it or 

not. As Table 21 summarizes it, and taking the example of Ouarzazate, it will take 

approximately 9 years (break-even) for a complete recovery of the initial investment. 

 

Table.21:.Excel.calculation.of.the.yearly.return.of.investment 

 

Année
Puissance

(après/dégradation/
technique)

Production/
annuelle/

Tarif/actualisé/de/l'électricité//
avec//indexation/annuelle/de*/:

Prix/de/
l'énergie/
produite/

Charges/d'exploitation
Valeur/de/l'énergie/

produite**

Cumul/de/la/valeur/
de/l'énérgie/
produite

Retour/sur/
investissement

-0,80% kWh 3,3% DH -8,00% DH DH E//////////////////////596/000,00///

1 99,2% 39/885 1,619 64 586 -5 167 59/419 59/419 E536/581

2 98,4% 39/564 1,673 66 198 -5 296 60/902 120/322 E475/678

3 97,6% 39/242 1,729 67 846 -5 428 62/418 182/740 E413/260

4 96,8% 38/920 1,786 69 530 -5 562 63/967 246/707 E349/293

5 96,0% 38/599 1,786 68 955 -5 516 63/439 310/146 E285/854

6 95,2% 38/277 1,786 68 380 -5 470 62/910 373/056 E222/944

7 94,4% 37/955 1,786 67 806 -5 424 62/381 435/437 E160/563

8 93,6% 37/634 1,786 67 231 -5 378 61/853 497/290 E98/710

9 92,8% 37/312 1,786 66 657 -5 333 61/324 558/614 E37/386

10 92,0% 36/990 1,786 66 082 -5 287 60/795 619/409 23/409

11 91,2% 36/669 1,786 65 507 -5 241 60/267 679/676 83/676

12 90,4% 36/347 1,786 64 933 -5 195 59/738 739/414 143/414

13 89,6% 36/025 1,786 64 358 -5 149 59/209 798/623 202/623

14 88,8% 35/704 1,786 63 783 -5 103 58/681 857/304 261/304

15 88,0% 35/382 1,786 63 209 -5 057 58/152 915/456 319/456

16 87,2% 35/061 1,786 62 634 -5 011 57/623 973/080 377/080

17 86,4% 34/739 1,786 62 060 -4 965 57/095 1/030/174 434/174

18 85,6% 34/417 1,786 61 485 -4 919 56/566 1/086/740 490/740

19 84,8% 34/096 1,786 60 910 -4 873 56/037 1/142/778 546/778

20 84,0% 33/774 1,786 60 336 -4 827 55/509 1/198/287 602/287

TOTAL 1 302 486 -104 199 1 198 287
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For the other cities, the same investigation process has been followed for each previously 

designed system. The overall cost analysis can be summarized through Table 22.  

!! installed!Power!(Wind+PV)! Total!Investment!cost! Approximated!BreakQ
even!!

Essaouira! 17kW!(11kW!of!PV)! 480!000!MAD! 9!years!

Ouarzazate! 25kW!(20kW!of!PV)! 596!000!MAD! 10!years!

Tangier! 16kW!(10kW!of!PV)! 462!000!MAD! 8!years!

Laayoun! 12kW!(6kW!each)! 391!200!MAD! 7!years!

Table.22:.Summarized.cost.analysis.
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4. Recommendations.

From!the!design!that!has!been!undertaken!during!this!project,!several!recommendations!

could!be!drawn:!

j! It! is!useful! to!know!that! the!capacity! factor!represents! the!exploitation!degree!of! the!

system!depending!on!specific!site;!it!is!also!the!main!basement!for!the!determination!of!

the!distribution!percentage!(wind!turbine!and!PV!panels)!of!this!kind!of!hybrid!system.!!

j!The!battery!capacity!should!be!designed!carefully!as!it!requires!attention!regarding!the!

maintenance!and!the!supervision.!

j!The!depth!of!discharge!of!the!batteries!should!not!exceed!50%!in!order!to!protect!them!

against!damages.!

j! It! is!not!always!necessary!to!have!a!back!up!as!the!system!is!able!to!cover!the!needs!

24/7,!but!it!has!been!taken!into!consideration!in!case!of!extreme!conditions.!

j! Cost! is! the! most! important! parameter! to! take! into! consideration! when! designing! a!

hybrid!system.!

j! Safety! margin! is! important! for! the! design! to! cover! all! eventual! scenario! of! load!

consumption.!

j!The!supporting!structures!should!be!designed!for!each!given!site.!That!is!to!say!that!the!

foundation! on! which! the! system! is! built! must! be! designed! to! withstand! the! extreme!

conditions!of!the!site.!!

j!The!choice!of!the!PV!technology!(polycrystalline/monojcrystalline)!should!be!selected!

based!on!reasonable!compromise!of!the!efficiency!and!price.!!

j!In!case!of!an!overproduction,!it!is!possible!for!the!user!to!think!of!storing!the!energy!by!

pumping!water!into!a!water!storage!tank!to!be!used!when!needed.!!

!
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5. Conclusion.

The main purpose behind this project was essentially to design a hybrid system that would 

allow to the residents of an isolated household to be independent from any other external 

source of energy. Choosing the conception of a hybrid system was not only based on the 

urgent need of electrification of some remote areas, but also to prove that the combination of 

the two solar and wind power could be a good alternative for the energy generation. People 

tend to believe that combining solar PV panels and wind turbines will automatically be more 

expensive than using only one kind of renewable energy system; this project is proving the 

opposite. The first part implemented throughout the project analysis was about the 

calculations of the average energy consumption of a standard household. A clear vision about 

the percentage of use of each component was set, that was based on the capacity factor of 

each of the two elements in the different studied regions, but also and mainly, on the cost. 

Based on these calculations, the project started to be concrete and moved from assumptions 

through some adjustments to a specific system with a precise estimation of the percentage of 

distribution between the two components, as well as a cost of investment for every region. 

The last part of the project, which is the cost analysis, consisted in confirming and proving 

that the hybrid system that was recommended can be in fact a profitable project 

implementation.  

To conclude, this study proves that the hybrid system that combines PV solar panels and wind 

turbine can have en encouraging and bright future, not only in remote areas but also all over 

Morocco. 

  

!
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Appendix.B:.Essaouira.PVsyst.generated.PDF.
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Appendix.I:.“ReDriven”.10kW.Wind.Turbine.
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